Quota-based bonuses and commissions are the two most common incentive compensation plans. The authors uncover differential effects of these plans from a natural field-based experiment featuring 14,000 monthly observations over three years from 458 sales territories of a pharmaceutical firm that switched from a bonus plan to an equivalent commission plan. The intervention led to significant sales productivity improvement; this effect was heterogeneous across ability deciles, with much larger increases occurring at lower ability deciles. The authors find significant differences across these plans on (1) effort against nonincentivized tasks and (2) output fluctuations induced through "timing games." At this firm, the bonus plan was strictly inferior to the implemented commission plan with respect to short-term revenues and timing games. In contrast, the commission plan induced greater neglect of nonincentivized tasks (tasks not directly affecting observable output). To organize their findings, the authors build a simple theoretical model in the personnel economics tradition. The novel result that multitasking concerns are reduced under bonus plans when the quota has been met provides a nuanced rationale for the widespread existence of lump-sum bonus plans.
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**Bonuses Versus Commissions: A Field Study**

Firms have long recognized the importance of designing appropriate incentive plans to induce their salespeople to exert effort. Extensive theoretical literature in marketing and economics that is centered on principal–agent models has involved attempts to understand how different incentive compensation schemes affect effort choices, with the aim of characterizing optimal incentive contracts (for a review of studies in economics, see Prendergast 1999; for studies in marketing, see Albers and Mantrala 2008). Although the theoretical work yields several important insights into the design of incentive plans, there is surprisingly little empirical work on the efficacy of various incentive schemes firms actually use in practice.

In the real world, most incentive plans are invariably nonlinear, and the variable component begins when salespeople meet a threshold that is set above the minimum output level, commonly known as a “quota” in the sales management literature. Joseph and Kalwani’s (1998) survey of sales compensation practices at Fortune 500 companies indicates that 95% of the firms used plans that featured a quota. Quotas have been rationalized as devices to account for salesperson territory heterogeneity (e.g., Zoltners, Prabhakant, and Lorimer 2008). In addition, psychological goal theory (for a comprehensive review, see Latham and Locke 1991) suggests that quotas provide salespeople with challenging objectives when pursued and with psychological rewards when attained (Jain 2009).

Two forms of variable pay are widely used in conjunction with quotas: (1) lump sums (bonuses) paid upon reaching quota and (2) per-unit payouts (commissions) paid on sales beyond the quota (see Figure 1). For ease of exposition, we
hereinafter refer to these as “bonus” and “commission” plans, respectively, with the understanding that both involve (nonnegative) quotas. Intuitively, a bonus plan provides a strong incentive for salespeople to reach the quota, but it also encourages them to minimize their efforts thereafter, whereas a commission plan provides an incentive to keep working hard even after reaching the quota. Oyer (1998) and Jensen (2003) formalize these insights with models showing that bonuses tempt salespeople to manipulate the timing of orders (e.g., delayed selling, forward selling). As such, it seems that bonus plans are perhaps strictly inferior to linear commissions if output is the sole criterion used to judge a plan’s efficacy (for an exception, see Oyer 2000). Previous theoretical conjectures about the relative merits of these plans notwithstanding, the empirical literature is sparse and inconclusive on the subject. The empirical issue that has received some systematic attention in this area is that of deliberate postponement or advancement of sales by salespeople (referred to as “timing games”) (Misra and Nair 2011; Oyer 1998; Steenburgh 2008).

This empirical literature has largely ignored the “multitasking” distortion associated with high-powered incentives (Holmstrom and Milgrom 1991). We previously stated that commission plans seem to provide stronger incentives than bonus plans on measurable tasks used in the calculation of incentive pay. As such, if salespeople are assigned a portfolio of tasks—some of which are not explicitly included in the computation of incentive pay (either because of the unavailability of good outcome measures or because it is easy for agents to “shade” these measures)—commission plans should induce agents to neglect these other tasks to a greater degree than would bonus plans.

We use data from a large firm-level field experiment to study the impact on productivity as well as the impact on the focal firm’s output fluctuations and multitasking concerns. The experiment involved switching the firm’s sales compensation from bonuses to linear commissions. From a methodological viewpoint, researchers have increasingly used field experiments to study contracting (e.g., Bandiera, Barankay, and Rasul 2005; Paarsch and Shearer 2000) because they alleviate endogeneity concerns. A few researchers have also recently tried to estimate the structural parameters of sales contracts from observational data (Chung, Steenburgh, and Sudhir 2010; Misra and Nair 2011). Neither of these studies contrasts bonuses with commissions, which is the objective of our article. More specifically, we designed a quasi-experiment to address the following questions:

1. What are the productivity consequences of bonus plans compared with commissions? We are interested in the overall effect as well as differences in impact across agents.
2. How do timing games manifest themselves under bonuses and commissions? Sales fluctuations induced by incentive plans can be inefficient for organizations (Jensen 2003). Our study sheds light on sales timing behavior.
3. Under which plan (bonuses or commissions) are multitasking concerns more severe? Although the neglect of nonincentivized tasks under high-powered incentives is well-known conceptually, researchers know little about them empirically across bonus and commission plans.

The following is a preview of our findings: (1) The commission plan increases sales force productivity by approximately 24% over the bonus plan. Specifically, the switch has heterogeneous impact: it leads to higher improvements at lower ability deciles. (2) Salespeople “push sales into the future” if they are unlikely to meet quota and “pull sales in from the future” if they are near quota. These patterns are more pronounced under the bonus plan. (3) After salespeople have met a quota, the bonus scheme is much better than commissions in terms of engaging salespeople to undertake tasks that are not directly compensated but are important to the firm.

An immediate issue that arises from single-firm field studies such as the one we propose here pertains to generalizability. Consider each of the three previous questions in turn. The generalizability of our productivity predictions (Question 1) turns on defining plan equivalence. Suppose the quota a firm sets is difficult to reach under bonuses. Now, if the firm were to switch to a commission plan in which the quota was set at a relatively low level of sales, it is intuitively evident that the commission plan would likely improve productivity, but this would not generalize to other commission (or bonus) plans. As such, we compare bonus and commission schemes that are “equivalent” (a term we define precisely subsequently). It is important to note that our comparison does not require either plan to be “optimal”; we only require data on two equivalent plans. The case for generalizability is even stronger for our timing games (Question 2) and multitasking distortion (Question 3) predictions. In neither case do we require plans to be either optimal or equivalent. For example, salespeople can distort the sale in the final month of a quarter by pulling in sales from the future or pushing out sales into the future, and we predict that after the quota is met, the former (latter) is more likely to occur under commissions (bonuses). This result is general and does not rely on the process that went into the firm’s incentive design or whether the contracts are equiva-
lent. Taken together, these theoretical elements enable generalizability even with data from a single-firm design. That said, we acknowledge that a single-firm experiment permits detailed data collection and controlled implementation, albeit at the cost of context generalizability.

Regarding the implementation of the study, we successfully urged a division of a large pharmaceutical firm in an emerging economy to change its extant bonus plan to a commission plan. As a result, we have a before–after quasi-experimental design; that is, the change in scheme was exogenous. We exploit this exogenous change to identify the unique effects of the two plans.

We organize the rest of the article as follows: In the next section, we describe our empirical context and follow with a stylized theoretical model inspired by our empirical setting. Then, we report empirical findings and conclude the article with a discussion of our findings’ implications. Details of the theory model appear in the self-contained Web Appendix A. Web Appendix B provides a detailed discussion of data and identification issues and robustness checks. (For both Web Appendices, see www.marketingpower.com/jnr_webappendix.)

**EMPIRICAL SETTING**

We obtained detailed territory-level data from a large pharmaceutical firm in an emerging market. This firm sells drugs in multiple therapeutic classes and employs a dedicated sales force for each class. We worked with the sales force for one of these therapeutic classes. Our data consist of observations about sales groups of varying sizes assigned to territories, with unique quarterly quotas/targets for each territory. The firm was actively examining changes to its extant incentive pay plan for salespeople, which consisted of lump-sum bonuses paid when the territory sales reached the quota assigned at the beginning of that quarter. We worked with the firm to set up a commission scheme taking into consideration our theoretical framework.

**Institutional Details**

There are three sets of actors in this market: salespeople, pharmacies, and distributors. The salespeople who constitute a sales group are responsible for a specific territory. The number of salespeople in a sales group is determined by the market potential of the territory, which is roughly a function of the number of physicians and pharmacies operating in the territory. Each salesperson is assigned a specific list of physicians and pharmacies. The salesperson calls on doctors to encourage them to prescribe the firm’s drugs (referred to as “doctor visits”) and pharmacies to encourage them to buy and stock the firm’s drugs (“pharmacy visits”). However, sales cannot be parsed unambiguously; when a customer purchases a drug from a pharmacy, the firm cannot trace it back to a particular physician (and thus credit a specific salesperson). Note that this is not an issue in single-salesperson territories, because all sales in the territory are credited to that salesperson. Each salesperson reports the number of doctor and pharmacy visits made daily in a call report system. Managers conduct random postreport checks by calling or visiting physicians and pharmacies mentioned in the salesperson’s call report.

Pharmacies are typically single-owner establishments with a few employees. The owner (or an employee) is required to have a pharmacy certification. There are multiple pharmacies within each territory, and they are quite competitive with one another. They stock a limited volume of drugs and rely on frequent deliveries from distributors. Distributors are midsized trading firms that buy the drugs from the firm and are responsible for ensuring that drugs are delivered to the pharmacies. There are typically multiple distributors within each territory.

Incentive compensation is computed by crediting all sales in a territory equally. All salespeople in the territory get equal credit; thus, the incentive compensation is split equally. Salespeople in a territory routinely meet and exchange information on detailing and sales achievements. It is crucial at this point to emphasize that even with multiple salespeople working in a single territory, there is no team selling as such. Although salespeople meet and compare notes routinely, they do not make joint calls or otherwise complement one another. We expected concerns about free riding in multiperson territories (Hardin 1968) given the firm’s equal credit allocation for sales, but the managers we interviewed told us that free riding was not a major problem. Our interviews with salespeople suggest a possible reason. The salespeople in a territory meet routinely for office conferences. Presumably, the peer monitoring that occurs in these meetings damps free riding, as previous research has shown (e.g., Hamilton, Nickerson, and Owan 2003; Knez and Simste 2001); we examine this issue further when discussing our empirical results.

**Doctor visits.** Each salesperson visits the doctors assigned to him or her. These visits are a classic example of a “pull” marketing tactic. During a typical visit (which can last from 5 to 20 minutes), the salesperson highlights the effectiveness of the drugs, distributes technical literature, and provides free samples. Another way to conceptualize these visits is akin to informative selling, wherein provision of information is used as a tool to encourage doctors to prescribe the drugs. Although these visits undoubtedly build preference and loyalty for the company’s products, they do not translate into immediate sales because of two crucial institutional features. First, physicians in the United States may legally write only the drug’s active ingredient on the prescription. Typically, there are multiple equivalent brands as a result of limited patent protection. Second, even when a physician prescribes a particular brand, a pharmacist may legally substitute a different brand as long as it is chemically equivalent. Despite these factors, the importance of the physician remains; patients are rarely assertive and generally defer to physicians. The reasons for this are partly cultural, in that physicians are high-status people, and partly institutional, in that direct-to-customer drug advertising is not permitted by law.

---

1To preserve the anonymity of the company that provided the personnel records, we have scaled all the time-series data by a single common positive number. All monetary values in the main body of the article and the tables are in the hundreds of thousands in local currency except the industry sales, which are in the tens of millions in local currency.

2In this market, the legal system allows only process patents and not product patents. As soon as a new drug is launched, several equivalent products manufactured using noninfringing processes are launched fairly quickly.
Pharmacists tend to stock a limited number of brands from the plethora of options available. Therefore, when a patient walks into a pharmacy, he or she is likely to buy from among the brands that are in stock at the pharmacy. In addition, although most of the instructions on the package are in English, many patients are not fluent in English, giving the pharmacist considerable influence.

If a physician has a high preference for a particular brand (as a result of salesperson-provided information, among other things) and conveys that to patients, patients might insist on getting that particular brand at the retail level. This also results in pharmacies being more likely to stock these brands. In short, although marketing efforts made at the physician level may not translate into immediate sales at the retail level, they do have important consequences for the firm. Given the importance of doctor visits, but absent a clear output measure, the firm enforces a minimum level of self-reported doctor visits per quarter and imposes a penalty if this level is not met.

Pharmacy visits. Pharmacy visits are a “push” marketing tool for this firm. A typical pharmacy visit is longer than a doctor visit (25–45 minutes). During such a visit, the salesperson and the pharmacy owner discuss sales, stock levels, future orders, credit, and other trade terms. Salespeople often also obtain competitive intelligence and pricing information at the pharmacy, because pharmacists interact with salespeople from multiple manufacturers. A pharmacy visit is less formal than a doctor visit; among other things, the timing and volume of a booked sale is often influenced by a salesperson’s ties with a pharmacy owner. These efforts can be thought of as persuasive selling, because convincing a pharmacy to stock more of the firm’s products results in booking a sale that is immediately credited to the salesperson and affects his or her compensation. Salespeople have some pricing authority within a band and can negotiate terms of trade, such as the credit period, billing cycle, samples, and more, which has important implications for the timing games we discuss subsequently.

Market Conditions

The prescription drug market has increased at double-digit rates in the past decade as access to health care in the focal emerging market has grown rapidly. Although primary demand is influenced by many factors, the medical representatives are the principal marketing resource deployed by drug firms. Our focal category of products treats a specific nonchronic ailment whose demand at the patient level is subject to seasonal variation. Patients do not stockpile these drugs because they are prescribed for a particular period (typically two to three weeks). Stockpiling by pharmacies is limited because prices are relatively stable and products have an expiration date. We do not observe wholesale prices, but our understanding is that they were fairly stable during the period of our analysis. Two additional notes about prices are important: (1) Firms do not seem to compete on price; prices across competing brands are relatively similar. (2) No firm is large enough to influence prices at the market level: within this category, there were at least 15 firms offering products, and market shares rarely exceeded 10% for any firm.

Given the aforementioned notes, it seems that a crucial driver of demand at the individual firm level is sales force management—both the intensity of selling efforts and the way salespeople engage in informative (i.e., doctor visits) and persuasive (i.e., pharmacy visits) aspects of the selling process. With regard to overall market conditions, the number of pharmacies salespeople visit in each territory remained stable over the observation period. Finally, even though the overall market was increasing, the size of sales groups within the period of our analysis remained largely stable (see Figure B1 in the Web Appendix at www.marketingpower.com/jmr_webappendix).

Experimental Design

The focal firm employed an incentive plan wherein each salesperson received a monthly salary and a quarterly lump-sum bonus upon achievement of quota. After discussing the pros and cons of different incentive plans, we persuaded the firm to shift to a commission plan in which each salesperson received a fixed monthly salary and earned commissions at a fixed rate on any sales exceeding commission quota. We devised this new plan following a two-step procedure.

First, we asked the firm to set quotas for their extant (bonus) plan in line with their existing quota-setting process (see details of quota setting process in Web Appendix B at www.marketingpower.com/jmr_webappendix) for the quarter at the beginning of the intervention. Next, using these quotas as a benchmark, we asked the firm to revise the quotas for a commission plan such that a sales group achieving the quota from the first step would earn the same amount of incentive pay under the new plan. This two-step procedure ensured “equivalence” of the old and new plans, a concept we define more precisely in the next section. The revised quotas under the commission plan were lower than the quotas under the bonus plan set in the first step (as is required by our theoretical setup).

In addition, we designed the experiment to minimize experimental artifacts. In particular, we were concerned about Hawthorne effects and differential attrition problems, which are common in field settings. To manage these issues, we (encouraged by the firm) eschewed a treatment–control groups design because such designs highlight the contrast between the treated and control groups. To manage attrition artifacts, we persuaded the firm to launch the new plan in

---

3We operationalized an “equivalent” scheme as follows: In the preintervention period, the quarterly lump-sum bonus paid in each territory was approximately 2.5% of each bonus sales quota. For the first quarter of the postregime period, the firm calculated the new bonus sales quota (Q_{BN}). At this stage, we provided several arithmetic examples of equivalent commission schemes and quizzed the managers to ensure that they understood equivalence unambiguously. For the postregime period, the firm’s managers first settled on a commission rate of 8.33% (for sales above the commission quota) for every territory. Then, to maintain equivalence with the preregime period, they set the new quotas as Q_{BN} \times (2.5\%) = (8.33\%) (Q_{BN} - Q_{BN}) (Q_{BN} - Q_{BN}). This yields Q_{BN} = 7(Q_{BN}). In subsequent quarters, these quotas were updated following established procedures (see Web Appendix B at www.marketingpower.com/jmr_webappendix).

4The final choice of the commission scheme from the many possibilities was dictated by the existing quota-setting process within the firm and the expected incentive payout, among other things.
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

In this section, we develop a theoretical framework that enables us to gain a better understanding of the subsequent empirical results. We deliberately kept the models simple and created them with our previously described empirical context in mind. Note that the aim here is not to derive an optimal sales compensation scheme. Rather, our goal is to illuminate how the use of bonuses and commissions might involve trade-offs among productivity, multitasking concerns, and distortions induced by timing games.

Incentive Pay and Productivity

To understand the impact of incentive schemes (bonus vs. commissions) on productivity, consider the following stylized model of rational salespeople with differential abilities: For salesperson i exerting effort e, sales are given by \( y_i = \psi_i e_i \), where \( \psi_i > 0 \), \( e_i \geq 0 \), and \( \psi_i \) represents the innate “ability” of salesperson i that results in higher output for the same level of effort for a representative with higher ability compared with one with lower ability. We assume it to be distributed continuously with \( M = [\psi_{\text{min}}, \psi_{\text{max}}] \), with a higher \( \psi \) indicating a more productive salesperson. The firm knows the ability distribution but not the exact ability of each salesperson. We assume throughout that \( M \) is strictly increasing with a density \( m. \) Our approach is in line with recent work in “personnel economics” (e.g., Lazear 1995, 2000) that has deemphasized the effort–insurance trade-off central to agency models to focus more closely on the role of incentives and salesperson heterogeneity.

The utility of a salesperson with ability \( \psi_i \) when he or she earns a wage \( F \) and puts in effort \( e \) is given by \( u(\psi, e) = F - (\theta e^2)/2 \), where \( \theta > 0 \) and represents the cost (of effort) parameter assumed to be common across salespeople. \(^5\) A quota-based bonus scheme is given by the following equation:

\[
F_B = \begin{cases} W & \text{if } 0 \leq y_i < Q_B \\ W + B & \text{if } y_i \geq Q_B \end{cases}
\]

where \( W > 0 \) is the fixed salary irrespective of the output and the salesperson receives a lump-sum bonus \( B > 0 \) upon reaching or exceeding quota threshold \( Q_B. \) An agent will either pick effort 0 (or some positive level of minimum enforced effort) and earn \( W \) or exert just enough effort to earn \( W + B \). Because of the heterogeneity in abilities, salespeople would require different levels of effort to reach the bonus quota threshold given by

\[
e_{iB} = Q_B/\psi_i.\]

\(^5\) We do not suggest that the before–after design is superior to a randomized control–treatment approach. However, unlike a classic randomized control–treatment approach, in our context, it was not possible to isolate the treatment and control groups.

\(^6\) The heterogeneity in salesperson abilities could be equivalently modeled using a heterogeneous cost parameter, with higher ability represented by a lower cost of effort (\( \theta \)).

As Equation 2 illustrates, salespeople with greater ability require a smaller level of effort to reach the bonus quota. Therefore, it can be readily verified that that the utility associated with earning a bonus decreases with the decrease in ability. Furthermore, with sufficient heterogeneity in salesperson types, there exists a critical ability threshold above which the salesperson will work more than the minimum required effort and earn the bonus while the rest will simply earn the fixed wage. This threshold level of ability, denoted by \( \psi_B, \) can be derived as

\[
W + B - \frac{\theta(Q_B/\psi)^2}{2} = W.
\]

This yields

\[
\psi_B^2 = \frac{\theta Q_B^2}{2B}.
\]

Assuming that parameters \( B \) and \( Q_B \) are chosen in such a way that \( \psi_B \) lies in the interior of the ability parameter distribution (i.e., at least some people get the bonus), salespeople with abilities \( \{\psi_{\text{min}}, \psi_B, \psi_{\text{max}}\} \) respond with more than minimum effort and earn a bonus, whereas salespeople with abilities \( \{\psi_{\text{min}}, \psi_B\} \) put in the minimum effort and are paid a fixed wage.

Similarly, a quota-based commission scheme with commission rate \( 0 < \alpha < 1 \) is given by the following equation:

\[
F_C = \begin{cases} W & \text{if } 0 \leq y_i < Q_C \\ W + \alpha(y_i - Q_C) & \text{if } y_i \geq Q_C \end{cases}
\]

As before, we can derive the threshold ability of the salesperson who is indifferent between earning a fixed wage and a positive level of commission as

\[
\psi_c = \frac{\theta e^2 + 2\alpha Q_C}{2\alpha e_c}.
\]

A salesperson who (optimally) exerts more than minimum effort solves

\[
\arg\max_{e_i} \alpha(y_i - Q_C) - \frac{\theta e^2}{2},
\]

which yields the optimal effort level

\[
e^*_i = \frac{\alpha \psi_i}{\theta}.
\]

Equation 6 shows that the equilibrium effort of a salesperson who decides to exert more than the minimum effort level increases in ability. Substituting Equation 6 into Equation 5 yields the following equation:

\[
\psi_c^2 = \frac{20Q_C}{\alpha}.
\]

As detailed previously, we define a bonus scheme as equivalent to a commission scheme if, for an output \( Q_B \), both schemes result in the same pay. Thus, the condition for the equivalency of two schemes is given by

\[
W + B = W + \alpha(Q_B - Q_c) \quad \text{or} \quad B = \alpha(Q_B - Q_c).
\]
Using Equation 8 in conjunction with the other expressions, we obtain our first key result:

Result 1: Under equivalent bonus and commission schemes, the salesperson who is indifferent between earning a positive level of commission and a fixed salary is of lower ability compared with the salesperson who is indifferent between earning a bonus and a fixed salary. In other words, \( \psi_c < \psi_B \) (for the proof, see Web Appendix A www.marketingpower.com/jmr_webappendix).

This simple result highlights one source of productivity differences across two equivalent schemes. A positive mass of salespeople who would otherwise engage in minimum effort and earn a fixed salary under the bonus scheme would earn commissions and put in higher effort. In addition, at the higher end of the spectrum, the highest-ability salespeople are no longer constrained by a fixed bonus and tend to invest in higher effort and make more money than they would otherwise make under an equivalent bonus scheme. To demonstrate this formally, we can write the effort as a function of ability under the two schemes as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\psi \leq \psi_B & \quad \Rightarrow 
\psi_B & = \frac{Q_B}{\psi} , \quad \text{and} \\
\psi \geq \psi_B & \quad \Rightarrow 
\psi_B & = \frac{0}{\psi} \\
\psi \leq \psi_C & \quad \Rightarrow 
\psi_C & = \frac{\alpha \psi_i}{\theta} , \quad \text{if} \ psi_i \geq \psi_C \\
\psi \geq \psi_C & \quad \Rightarrow 
\psi_C & = \frac{0}{\psi} 
\end{align*}
\]

Two features are worth noting in Equation 9. First, the participation of agents who respond to incentives has increased under the commissions regime, as evidenced by \( \psi_C < \psi_B \) (Result 1). Second, of the agents who respond to incentives under bonuses, the effort is inversely related to ability; that is, higher-ability types need to incur less effort than lower-ability types to earn a bonus. The opposite holds under commissions: the effort level of agents who earn commissions is positively related to ability: higher-ability types put in more effort and earn higher commissions than lower-ability types.

Comparing across regimes, the effect on the middle ability types who were already earning a bonus is somewhat ambiguous; for example, see the left-side graph in Figure 2, Panel A, in which there exists a middle segment that puts in less effort than under commissions, whereas in the left-side graph in Figure 2, Panel B, all the ability types put in (weakly) more effort under commissions than under bonuses. However, it is not ambiguous that the increase in effort level of salespeople who were not previously earning bonuses but who now earn commissions is significant.

Although the firm cannot directly observe the salespeople’s effort levels, the incentive plan it uses influences the salespeople’s efforts, and effort can be inferred from the contract and the distribution of abilities. Thus, the firm can affect the output through the appropriate design of incentive pay. The rational salesperson response to the equivalent bonus and commissions contracts can be expressed as the following output equation:

\[
Y_{iB} = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } \psi_i < \psi_B \\
Q_B & \text{if } \psi_i \geq \psi_B 
\end{cases}
\]

This output function is plotted in the right-side graphs in Figure 2, Panels A and B. It shows that whereas output remains constant under the bonuses at higher ability levels, it increases dramatically under commissions. Again, the most significant change is for the segment at the lower end, wherein some salespeople who were putting in minimal effort (under bonuses) now respond to incentives and exhibit significant productivity improvement. The middle types’ productivity change is somewhat ambiguous, whereas productivity increases for the higher types. In summary, we would expect to observe the largest change in productivity at the lower ability levels.

We again emphasize that this result is not meant to convey that commissions are strictly superior to bonuses in terms of productivity. We highlight two sources of possible productivity gains under commissions when two schemes are equivalent (even if suboptimal): low-ability agents putting in more than minimum effort for a chance to earn nonzero commission and high-ability agents putting in higher effort because there is no earning ceiling.

**Multitasking and Timing Games**

The model previously presented includes one task and a deterministic relationship between effort and output. However, as we described previously, this firm’s salespeople mainly undertake two tasks that are not equally influential in determining immediate sales (which are the basis for determining incentive pay in both the pay plans). Furthermore, they could pull in and/or push out sales. We aim to understand these issues with a combination of a standard multitask model (Holmstrom and Milgrom 1991) and a simple timing game model (Oyer 1995).

Consider a salesperson engaged in two activities over two quarters, each consisting of two periods (We acknowledge that real-world quarters consist of three months, but we assume two months per quarter to simplify the exposition of our model while still capturing the sales variation present within the months of a quarter.) To match this model to our empirical setting, we assume that the firm requires a salesperson to engage in two activities, denoted as “doctor visits” and “pharmacy visits,” respectively. Furthermore, in the second period of the first quarter, the salesperson can possibly “game” the sales below or above the “natural” sales level, which has consequences for sales in the third period (the first month of the second quarter). The salesperson is paid on total observable output in a quarter. In any given period \( t \) (month), observed output (sans gaming) is given by the equation \( Y_t = h_d T_{dt} + h_p T_{pt} + \phi \), where \( T_{dt} \) and \( T_{pt} \) denote the time spent on doctor visits and pharmacy visits (respectively) in period \( t \) and \( h_d \) and \( h_p \) are the positive marginal products of these activities on observed output. The time spent proxies effort substitution across these activities, and \( \phi \) represents random noise distributed symmetrically around mean zero. The value added to the firm arising from the time spent on these activities is given by the equation \( Y_t = \alpha \psi_i T_{dt} + \beta \psi_i T_{pt} + \epsilon \), where \( \alpha \psi_i \) and \( \beta \psi_i \) are the positive marginal...
products of these activities on firm value and ε represents mean zero random noise with properties similar to θ as described previously.

Furthermore, fd > fp and hd > hp, setting up a classic multitasking problem wherein the activities that enhance the firm’s welfare are valued less by the salesperson because of their lesser impact on observable output. The salesperson cannot be compensated directly on nb because it is virtually impossible to quantify an individual agent’s contribution to the firm’s value. The total time spent on the two activities, T, is fixed in a given period t (salespeople are assumed to work a certain fixed number of hours in a month), and T = Tdt + Tpt with the minimum number of doctor visits in any period fixed at Tdmin. In the bonus plan, in quarter 1, the salesperson is compensated W + B if y1 + y2 ≥ QB; otherwise, he or she gets W. Similarly, in quarter 2, if y3 + y4 ≥ QB, he or she makes W + B; otherwise, he or she gets W.7 In the commissions plan, the salesperson makes W + α(y1 + y2 − Qc) if y1 + y2 ≥ Qc with 0 < α < 1; otherwise, he or she earns W. The same scheme applies in quarter 2. Equivalence requires α(QB − QC) = B and, trivially, QB ≥ QC.

A well-established literature stream has shown that salespeople often game output in response to high-powered incentives (Jensen 2003; Misra and Nair 2011; Steenburgh 2008). Drawing from Oyer (1995), we model this finding by allowing that in period 2 of quarter 1, the salesperson

Notes: The parameter values we used in constructing these figures are B = 5, QB = 50, θ = .01, and ψ ~ u [0, 3]. The parameter that is different across Panels A and B is the commission rate of α = .12 and .40, respectively.

7We are abstracting away from so-called ratcheting effects by assuming a constant quota over time (Gibbons 1987). Admittedly, this is not an innocuous assumption, but we have both institutional and empirical evidence to suggest that ratcheting is unlikely to be an important strategic consideration among salespeople in our setting. For details, see the “Discussion” section and Web Appendix B (www.marketingpower.com/jmr_webappendix).
could potentially game the system by either pulling in sales from period 3 or pushing out sales to period 3. Both these activities are costly (to the firm). We model this gaming through a variable $0 < \lambda < 2$, where $\lambda = 1$ implies a “natural” level of sales, $\lambda > 1$ indicates pull-in, and $\lambda < 1$ indicates push-out. Finally, we assume that when a salesperson is indifferent to carrying out either doctor or pharmacy visits, he or she focuses on doctor visits. Figure 3 gives a summary of the time line of this game. The critical variable that influences a salesperson’s gaming strategy and activity substitution is the realized sales $y_1$ that translates into the state variable $SQ_{1B}$ (distance to quota).

Given this framework, the salesperson’s observed output and contribution to firm value in each of the four periods can be written mathematically. We have relegated these derivations to Web Appendix A (www.marketingpower.com/jmr_webappendix) and give the key mathematical expressions in Table 1. It is worth emphasizing that in this formulation, we aim to understand salesperson behavior under a given bonus scheme and an equivalent commission scheme while abstracting away from the firm’s problem.

We use the salesperson’s problem laid out in Table 1 to gain insights into the choices made in the last month of a quarter and the impact of these choices in the first month of the subsequent quarter under bonus and commission regimes, respectively. We collect two key empirically testable results, which we discuss subsequently. Web Appendix A (www.marketingpower.com/jmr_webappendix) details an example of the algebra involved in deriving these results. These two results show that when the quota is too far (and therefore unlikely to be reached), salespeople exhibit similar behavior across bonus and commission regimes; in contrast, when the quota has been met, salesperson behavior is dramatically different across the two regimes in terms of timing games and multitasking distortions.

Result 2: If, at the end of period 1, the quota for bonus is too far (we label this condition “FAR” in our empirical analysis), the salesperson will push sales out to period 3, and the focus will shift (weakly) to doctor visits, resulting in attenuation of multitasking concerns. The same results occur if the quota for commissions is too far at the end of period 1.

Result 3: If, at the end of period 1, the quota for bonus has been achieved (we label this condition “EXCEEDED” in the empirical analysis), the salesperson will pull sales in from period 3 and will focus largely on doctor visits, resulting in the amplification of multitasking concerns. However, if the quota for commissions has been achieved, the salesperson will pull sales in from period 3 and will focus largely on pharmacy visits while keeping doctor visits at the minimum level, resulting in the amplification of multitasking concerns.8

The intuition behind Result 2 is simple: there is little chance that the salesperson will reach the quota in either regime, so the marginal return to pull-in is almost zero. Therefore, the salesperson will push sales out to improve his or her chances of reaching/exceeding the quota in the next quarter. Because doctor visits dampen the current output but returns to the current output decrease are nonnegative, we expect salespeople to focus weakly on doctor visits. In Result 3, we observe the clearest distinction between the effects of the two

---

8The terms “near,” “too far,” and “far” (stretch) are defined more precisely on pp. 7–8 of Web Appendix A (www.marketingpower.com/jmr_webappendix) with reference to the model. The corresponding empirical measures are detailed in the “Empirical Analysis” section.

---

**Figure 3**

SEQUENCE OF EVENTS IN MULTITASKING AND TIMING GAME MODEL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Begin $t = 1$</th>
<th>Quarter 1</th>
<th>Begin $t = 2$</th>
<th>Quarter 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Visit mix decision</td>
<td>1. Period 1 sales realized</td>
<td>1. Visit mix decision</td>
<td>1. Period 2 sales realized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1**

SALESPEOPLE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probability of Reaching Quota in Quarter 1</th>
<th>Expected Incentive Quarter 1</th>
<th>(Expected) Probability of Reaching Quota in Quarter 2</th>
<th>Expected Incentive Quarter 2</th>
<th>Cost of Gaming</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bonus</td>
<td>$1 - G(t(SQ_{1B}/\lambda) - h_1T - (\Delta h)T_{p1})$</td>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>$1 - G(SQ_{2B} - h_1T - (\Delta h)T_{p4})$</td>
<td>$B$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commissions</td>
<td>$1 - G(SQ_{1C}/\lambda) - h_1T - (\Delta h)T_{c1}$</td>
<td>$\alpha(\lambda)[h_2T + (\Delta h)T_{c2}] - S_{Q_{1c}}$</td>
<td>$1 - G[SQ_{2c} - h_2T - (\Delta h)T_{p4}]$</td>
<td>$\alpha[h_2T + (\Delta h)T_{p4} - SQ_{2c}]$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: The salesperson optimization problem can be represented by $\arg\max_{\lambda, T_{p1}}\{\text{Probability of reaching quota in Quarter 1}\} \times \{\text{Expected incentive Quarter 1}\} + \beta\{E[\text{Probability of reaching quota in Quarter 2}\} \times \{\text{Expected Incentive Quarter 2}\} - \{\text{Cost of gaming}\}$. 

---

schemes. Under bonuses, the salesperson has no incentive to improve output after reaching the quota; indeed, he or she has every incentive to push sales out to period 3 to maximize the probability of reaching quota in the next period as well. Yet the salesperson will readily focus on doctor visits even though pharmacy visits are more impactful in the realization of observable output, because the marginal return to increased output is zero after reaching the quota. Under the commission scheme, the marginal return to increased output is positive, and the salesperson will therefore largely focus on pharmacy visits to maximize current sales. The salesperson will also pull sales in from period 3 because he or she may not reach the quota in the next period; having reached the quota in this period, the salesperson wants to sell as much as possible. To recap, a realistically achievable bonus plan tends to amplify distortions induced by timing games, whereas an equivalent commission plan exacerbates multitasking concerns. Table 2 summarizes the key results from our theoretical framework.

### Table 2
RESULTS FROM ANALYTICAL MODEL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Productivity</th>
<th>Heterogeneity in Productivity Increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bonus &lt; commissions</td>
<td>▲ Low ability &gt; ▲ high ability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Medium ability ↔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Timing Games</td>
<td>Too Far from Quota (FAR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a–3a</td>
<td>Bonus</td>
<td>Push sales out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2c–3c</td>
<td>Commissions</td>
<td>Push sales out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multitasking</td>
<td>Too Far from Quota (FAR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b–3b</td>
<td>Bonus</td>
<td>Doctor → Pharmacy ↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(small effect)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2d–3d</td>
<td>Commissions</td>
<td>Doctor ↑ Pharmacy ↓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Data Description
Our data include an almost complete history of incentive plans and payments, monthly output, and quarterly quotas for 458 territories for a period of three years, from April 2007 (the beginning of the fiscal year) to March 2010. The data also include average daily doctor and pharmacy visits at the monthly level. The intervention in October 2008 marks the beginning of the third quarter of the 2008–2009 fiscal year. The preintervention period of 18 months (under the bonus plan) begins in April 2007 and ends September 2008, and the postintervention period of 18 months for these same territories (under the commission plan) begins in October 2008 and ends March 2010. In all, the data include more than 14,000 monthly observations on both output and visits.

The descriptive statistics reported in Tables 3 and 4 show large differences in quotas across territories; in other words,
there are significant differences in sales potential across territories. Figure 4 plots total monthly sales. Visually, revenues appear to have increased postintervention. Substantial seasonal variation is also evident. Table 3 presents summary statistics for revenues, productivity (defined as revenues per salesperson per quarter), and incentive pay earned by the compensation plan. Consistent with Figure 4, the numbers in Table 4 indicate that revenues and productivity are higher in the intervention period. Figure 5 presents a plot of industry sales over time during the observation period, while Figure 6 shows total monthly sales of the firm including the 5th and 95th percentile territories.

**Linking Theory to Empirical Application**

We elaborate on the suitability of our empirical context and design to the task of assessing the validity of our theory results here. Consider the results in turn.

Result 1 on productivity relies on two key elements of the model: (1) heterogeneity in the innate ability of the salespeople and (2) equivalence of the two schemes. Because we have already described the operationalization of the equivalent scheme, we focus on the first element here. Heterogeneity, combined with chronic/persistent ability, yields the outcome wherein the lower types respond to incentives under commissions ($y_c < y_B$). Does our context yield data with sufficient heterogeneity in ability but also persistence in this ability over time, specifically across bonus and equivalent commissions? Given that we observe the productivity of each sales group across multiple quarters under bonuses and equivalent commissions, we can readily test this identification condition. Using the productivity Equation 11, we estimate the fixed effects associated with each sales group separately for bonuses and commissions (by running different regressions for each regime). Figure 7 plots these fixed effects; there is heterogeneity in ability estimates as well as ability persistence across the regimes (the correlation coefficient between the fixed effects is .742).

Furthermore, while Result 1’s prediction of salespeople responding more to incentives under commissions is supported by the quota attainment numbers (under the bonus regime, only 14% of salespeople met their quarterly quota, whereas 60% did so for the commission regime), our design also generates additional evidence for the mechanism. Although we do not have direct measures of effort and ability, the efforts can be linked to output through Equation 10, and as we previously demonstrated, we can infer the salesperson ability through repeated observations. Thus, the direction of the productivity change at different ability levels across bonuses and commissions in our experimental setup enables us to assess the change in effort, which we accomplish through quantile regressions, as explained in the “Heterogeneous Intervention Effect” subsection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Bonus Plan</th>
<th></th>
<th>Commissions Plan</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monthly productivity</td>
<td>8.99</td>
<td>5.63</td>
<td>9.51</td>
<td>5.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarterly productivity</td>
<td>26.23</td>
<td>15.97</td>
<td>28.87</td>
<td>15.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarterly net revenues</td>
<td>51.87</td>
<td>64.42</td>
<td>62.07</td>
<td>79.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarterly incentives</td>
<td>-14.01</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>-34.01</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GroupSize</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>3.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarterly target</td>
<td>70.44</td>
<td>82.13</td>
<td>57.95</td>
<td>75.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th percentile quarterly target</td>
<td>18.47</td>
<td>13.14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90th percentile quarterly target</td>
<td>132.94</td>
<td>114.89</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4**

**Figure 5**

**Figure 4**

TOTAL MONTHLY SALES OVER TIME

**Figure 5**

MONTHLY INDUSTRY SALES OVER TIME

**Table 4**

KEY VARIABLES BY INCENTIVE PLAN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Bonus Plan</th>
<th></th>
<th>Commissions Plan</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monthly productivity</td>
<td>8.99</td>
<td>5.63</td>
<td>9.51</td>
<td>5.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarterly productivity</td>
<td>26.23</td>
<td>15.97</td>
<td>28.87</td>
<td>15.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarterly net revenues</td>
<td>51.87</td>
<td>64.42</td>
<td>62.07</td>
<td>79.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarterly incentives</td>
<td>-14.01</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>-34.01</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GroupSize</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>3.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarterly target</td>
<td>70.44</td>
<td>82.13</td>
<td>57.95</td>
<td>75.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th percentile quarterly target</td>
<td>18.47</td>
<td>13.14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90th percentile quarterly target</td>
<td>132.94</td>
<td>114.89</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Our multitasking results hinge on the institutional observation that pharmacy (doctor) visits do (do not) translate into immediate sales gain. We arrived at this crucial working assumption through extensive conversations with the management as well as observation during field visits. We are also able to test the empirical validity of this crucial assumption by running a regression of monthly sales against pharmacy and doctor visits and other controls (see Table B4 in Web Appendix B at www.marketingpower.com/jmr_webappendix). Indeed, we find that the coefficient of pharmacy visits is positive (.0603, \( p < .01 \)), whereas the coefficient of doctor visits is negative (−.007, \( p = .659 \)) but statistically not significant.\(^9\) This is in accordance with our two-task multitasking model outlined previously and discloses the appropriateness of our empirical setting to the theoretical insights laid out in Results 2 and 3.

**Intervention Effect on Productivity**

Figure 8 plots the kernel density of quarterly productivity (defined as unit sales per salesperson). From this figure, it is evident that the commission distribution lies to the right of the bonus distribution. Furthermore, the peak value of the density function in the bonus plan is lower than that of the commission plan. There is also more concentration of productivity around the modal value under commissions than under bonuses. Table 4 describes mean pre- and postintervention productivity levels as 26.23 and 28.87, respectively, which provides directional evidence that the intervention increased productivity. We estimate the following model to analyze the intervention effect more formally:

\[
\log(y_{it}) = \alpha_0 + \sum_i \alpha_i S_i + \sum_t \gamma_t YM_t + \beta NewPlan_t + \delta_1 \log(QtTarget_{it}) + \delta_2 GroupSize_{it} + \varepsilon_{it},
\]

where

- \( y_{it} \) = revenue per salesperson generated in territory \( i \) in period \( t \) (e.g., July 2008);
- \( S_i \) = dummy for territory \( i \) that controls for the unobserved ability/territory effect of the sales group;
- \( YM_t \) = year–month dummy for period \( t \) (e.g., Jan 2008), which allows month dummies to be estimated from the within-month variation across the 458 territories and provides a stringent control for unobserved differences in demand/competition/business environment between the before and after periods\(^10\);
- \( NewPlan_t \) = intervention dummy set to 0 for pre-intervention periods;
- \( QtTarget_{it} \) = quarterly quota for territory \( i \) for period \( t \) that provides observed control for the differences across territory potential over time; and
- \( GroupSize_{it} \) = number of salespeople in territory \( i \) in period \( t \), which provides another observed control for the territory effects over time. The disturbance term \( \varepsilon_{it} \) is clustered at the territory level.

**Identification of productivity estimate.** The main identification assumption for the productivity estimate by plan is the exogeneity of the intervention (the compensation switch was designed as a quasi-experiment). Because we do not have a control group, the use of month–year and territory dummies along with the measures of quarterly quota and sales group size is useful to control for unobserved and observed territory, time, and other market-level heterogeneity. A few issues are worth noting. Quarterly quota could potentially be endogenous, and although the covariates and unobservable heterogeneity control alleviate this concern somewhat, we also estimate our productivity specification without including the quota variable (see Table 5). This also alleviates the concern that the quota systematically varies with scheme change and that its inclusion might create biased estimates of the new plan.

**Selection, terminations, and group-size variation.** We have interpreted the territory dummy as being a control for a sales group’s underlying ability and territory potential. This interpretation is problematic if the team composition changes because of terminations and hires (for further details, see Web Appendix B at www.marketingpower.com/jmr_webappendix). We accounted for turnover and reran the entire analysis by constructing fixed effects at the territory–team level rather than just at the territory level. For example, if a sales group had 12 members during the first 14 months, 10 members during the next 6 months (due to people leaving), and 13 members during the last 16 months (due to 3 new members joining), we gave each of these three territory–team pairs three distinct identifications and estimated them as distinct fixed effects in the analysis. In Table 5, we present the results of all the specifications of

\(^9\)If the total number of visits is fixed (as in the theory model), some may question how the effect of doctor and pharmacy visits are separately identified. We are able to make the identification because we do observe some variation in total visits across groups as well as over time.

\(^10\)We are grateful to an anonymous referee for suggesting this control. Our results are robust to noninclusion of this set of controls.
Equation 11 using these new territory–team controls as well. The results are fairly similar across the specification with the territory fixed effects (Columns 1, 2, and 3) and team–territory fixed effects (Columns 4, 5, and 6). We also reran the analyses by dropping all the territories that experienced any turnover and produced similar results, which we present in Web Appendix B (www.marketingpower.com/jmr_webappendix) along with other robustness results.

Column 3 of Table 5 shows the estimate of our intervention effect on productivity. Evaluated at the mean, an average territory is 23.9% more productive after the intervention. When accounting for turnover, the new plan productivity estimate shows a similar productivity improvement of 24.9% (see Column 6 of Table 5). Because these estimates are the net estimated effects after controlling for calendar month–year and unobserved territory differences, it is reasonable to attribute them to increased salesperson effort. (The coefficients of all but one period dummy are significant, indicating the presence of seasonality as well as a time trend.) The noninclusion of the quarterly target results in a higher value of this estimate (see Columns 2 and 5 of Table 5), whereas noninclusion of the month–year dummies results in a lower value of this estimate (see Columns 1 and 4 of Table 5). Overall, according to Table 5 with different specifications, the most conservative estimate is a productivity improvement of approximately 22% as a result of the switch.

**Heterogeneous Intervention Effect**

Recall that we predicted differential responses to the plan change across agents of different abilities from our model. We use the following quantile regression specification to estimate these differences:

![Figure 7: Ability Estimates Across Bonuses and Commissions](image-url)

Notes: The size of each circle represents the average size of the sales group during the period of observation, and the center of the circle is the associated fixed effect estimate. The black solid straight line represents the linear trend line. We estimated each territory fixed effects pair by running Equation 11 for each regime. We have normalized the smallest fixed effect to zero.
Table 5
MONTHLY PRODUCTIVITY RESULTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Turnover Not Accounted</th>
<th>Turnover Accounted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NewPlan</td>
<td>222** (.008)</td>
<td>558** (.0287)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GroupSize</td>
<td>-.091** (.009)</td>
<td>-.0804** (.009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log(QtrTarget)</td>
<td>-.420** (.012)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-.534** (.0492)</td>
<td>1.73** (.028)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group effects</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month–year effects</td>
<td>Not included</td>
<td>Included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>14,499</td>
<td>14,499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-square</td>
<td>.597</td>
<td>.656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales groups (clusters)</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>458</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p < .1.
** p < .01.

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses. Dependent variable = log (monthly productivity). Columns 1, 2, and 3 use territory fixed effects as the group effects, and Columns 4, 5, and 6 report the results in which team composition (turnover) is accounted for and each new team in a territory is assigned a unique dummy to create the “team–territory fixed effects.”

Figure 8
QUARTERLY PRODUCTIVITY

(12) \[ \text{Quantile} \left[ \log \left( y_{it} \right) \right] = \alpha_{0t} + \sum_{i} Y_{it} M_{i} + \beta_{0t} \text{NewPlan}_{it} \]
\[ + \delta_{1t} \log(\text{QtrTarget}_{it}) + \delta_{2t} \text{GroupSize}_{i} + \epsilon_{it}, \]

where all variables are as previously defined. Columns A–E in Table 6 report the simultaneous estimates of Equation 12 at different quantiles indexed by \( \theta \). The results illustrate that the average intervention effect reported here masks substantially different changes throughout the conditional distribution of log productivity.

Our intervention increases the productivity of the 10th quantile territory by 41.5%, the 25th quantile by 37.0%, the 75th quantile by 15.1%, and the 90th quantile by 20.0%. Overall, the quantile regression estimates confirm that the switch to the commission plan has differential effects on the productivity of the best and worst sales groups, with the greatest impact on the least productive groups. In addition, the variance in output decreases postintervention because lower-productivity groups experience a significant increase in productivity and move closer to the productivity of higher-performing groups.

Timing Games

Table 2 summarizes the predicted effects on timing games. Parenthetically, we clarify that our timing games effects do not imply that a salesperson at a certain distance from the quota will not increase effort to reach the quota. We argue only that a part of any observed acceleration in sales as he or she approaches the quota could be explained by the salesperson pulling in sales from the future. As such, the more rigorous test of our prediction comes from the distinctive predictions based on how far a salesperson is from the quota in the specific regime in question. Evidence of pull-in (push-out) from the future in the final month of a quarter is not simply an observed increase (decrease) in sales but whether, in addition, there is a statistically significant decrease (increase) in sales in the first month of the following quarter. Following Steenburgh (2008), we define categorical variables that capture the impact of past performance on a salesperson’s current output. We constructed variables using performance to date against quota immediately before the final month of the quarter. We define performance to date as the ratio of the cumulative revenue produced in the first two months of the quarter to the quota that must be met in that quarter. Then, we used this performance-to-date variable to create the categorical variables EXCEEDED, NEAR, STRETCH, and FAR for the last month of the quarter. We also created the variables POST EXCEEDED, POST NEAR, POST STRETCH, and POST FAR in the month following the quarter-ending month. Table 3 provides detailed definitions.

As we mentioned previously, if salespeople only vary their efforts over months within quarters, spikes or dips in revenue production could occur in the last month of the quarter but not in the month immediately following the quarter. However, if salespeople are playing timing games,
spikes and dips in revenue in the last month of a quarter will be followed by dips and spikes, respectively, in the first month of the next quarter. We can therefore use the coefficients on the POST variables to infer whether timing games are present. We estimate the following model of revenue in territory group i in period t with the following equation:

\[
\log(r_{it}) = \alpha_0 + \sum_i \alpha_i S_i + \sum_m v^m \Gamma_{it}^m + \sum_{m} v^{\text{post} - m} \Gamma_{it}^{\text{post} - m} + \delta_i \log(\text{QtrTarget})_i + \delta_{\text{GroupSize}}_i + e_{it},
\]

where \(r_{it}\) is the average revenue produced in territory i in period t; \(S_i\), \(\text{QtrTarget}_i\), and \(\text{GroupSize}_i\) are all defined previously; \(\Gamma_{it}^m\) consists of the EXCEEDED, NEAR, STRETCH and FAR dummy variables describing sales to date in the last month of a quarter in territory i in period t; and \(\Gamma_{it}^{\text{post} - m}\) consists of the POST EXCEEDED, POST NEAR, POST STRETCH, and POST FAR dummy variables describing the state in the first month of the subsequent quarter.

We estimated the preceding regression separately on data from the bonus and commission plans. Column 1 in Table 7 shows evidence of timing games under the bonus regime. Specifically, both the EXCEEDED and the FAR coefficients are negative and significant (\(-0.417, p < .01\), and \(-0.316, p < .01\), respectively). This finding suggests that sales groups might be pushing sales out if (1) they have exceeded quota or (2) they expect that they cannot make the quota. In reviewing the POST variables, we observe that both coefficients on the POST EXCEEDED and POST FAR variables are positive and significant (\(0.308, p < .01\), and \(0.163, p < .01\), respectively). Overall, this finding provides confirmation for Results 3a and 2a, respectively, in Table 2 that sales groups play timing games under the bonus plan; both sales groups that have exceeded quota and sales groups that are far from achieving quota reduce effort in the final month of the bonus period and push out sales to the next period. In addition, note that the POST EXCEEDED and POST FAR estimates are lesser in absolute value than the EXCEEDED and FAR estimates, suggesting that in the final month, they use effort (reduction) and push-outs in conjunction. The estimates for NEAR and STRETCH coefficients are positive and significant, suggesting that sales groups that are close to quota might be pulling sales in (and increasing effort) to achieve quota and earn incentives. The POST STRETCH estimate is negative and significant, suggesting that sales groups are pulling in sales from the next period to meet quota and earn incentives in line with Result 3a. In contrast, the POST NEAR estimate is not statistically significant.

Steenburgh (2008) reports an absence of timing games in his analysis of the durable goods office equipment sector and suggests that the finding is likely a function of his particular institutional context. Our context differs greatly from Steenburgh’s. For example, in his context, order-booking involves long negotiation periods, management involvement from both sides, bank credit lines, and working capital positions, among other things. Coupled with the sheer dollar amount of the orders, these factors make it difficult to move the order booking date forward or backward. In contrast, our selling context is much more fragmented, with a much smaller monetary value for each transaction, rendering it much more amenable to manipulation.

Column 2 in Table 7 reports results under the commission regime. In the FAR condition, we expect that even under the commission regime, the salesperson would push sales out to the next quarter. The estimates of the FAR and POST FAR variables are \(-0.192\) and \(0.073\), respectively, both directionally consistent with our Result 2c in Table 2; however, the latter variable is not statistically significant. The estimate of
EXCEEDED is positive and statistically significant (279, p < .01), but the analogous POST estimate is only marginally significant. Therefore, although we predict a weak pull-in, the evidence seems to point toward a limited amount of timing games. In other words, under the commission regime, we find mostly directionally consistent but statistically weak evidence for Results 2c–3c in Table 2. The near absence of timing distortions in the commission regime is intriguing and calls for deeper theoretical and empirical investigation.

**Multitasking Distortions**

Recall that our salespeople were encouraged to visit physicians and pharmacies. These doctor visits were considered to have little short-term impact on sales but to have long-term consequences for the firm. The firm requires each territory to make at least 80% of their doctor visits in a quarter. If sales groups fall below this level, the firm imposes a penalty, which is usually a fraction of the quarterly incentives earned, if any. In contrast, the firm does not place any corresponding requirements for pharmacy visits. As we explained previously, because pharmacy visits are closely linked to losses in short-term sales from insufficient stocking, salespeople will undertake necessary effort to ensure that pharmacies stock and push products even without any defined minimum call levels.

Our call report data show that most salespeople make between 14 and 16 visits per day (doctor and pharmacy visits), with the 80% enforcement limit falling close to 7.5 doctor visits per day. Table 8, Panel A, reports average daily doctor and pharmacy visits by regime. Under commissions, average daily doctor visits decrease from 10.08 to 7.93, but average daily pharmacy visits increase from 4.92 to 6.74. These averages are statistically different at the 5% level. Apparently, attention shifted to tasks that are directly related to compensation and away from tasks that are nevertheless important to the firm. Yet these raw averages hide a much more nuanced story, which Table 8, Panel B, illustrates. As the “Doctor Visits” numbers show, it is evident that the salespeople who managed to reach quota were just fulfilling the minimum level of doctor visits under both the bonus and commission regimes (8.02 and 8.50, respectively) before reaching the quota. This is in line with Corollary 1 (Web Appendix A; www.marketingpower.com/jmr_webappendix).

However, after the quota has been achieved, the salesperson under the bonus regime shifts his or her attention largely to doctor visits (12.98 > 8.02, p < .01), whereas attention shifts away from doctor visits under the commission regime (6.86 < 8.50, p < .01). These findings are in line with Results 3b and 3d in Table 2.

To probe these effects formally, we ran the following regression(s) separately for bonus and commission plans:

\[
\log(A_{it}) = \alpha_0 + \sum \alpha_i S_i + \sum \gamma_i Y_i\t
+ \sum m^{i} \Gamma_{ii}^m + \sum m^{i} (NewPlan_i) \times \Gamma_{ii}^m
+ \delta_i \log(QtrTarget) + \delta_z \text{GroupSize} + \epsilon_{it},
\]

where \(A_{it}\) is the average of doctor (pharmacy) visits reported in territory \(i\) in period \(t\) and the remaining variables are all as defined previously. Note that although we include the vector \(\Gamma_{ii}^m\), which consists of the four dummy variables describing sales history in the last month of the quarter, we exclude the POST counterparts of these variables because we are not interested in timing effects here.

Table 9 reports the results from this analysis. We focus on doctor visits because the results for pharmacy visits are complementary. Recall that our predictions across the two plans are sharpest for salespeople who have achieved their quota. Specifically, Results 3b and 3d state that in the bonus plan, salespeople who have achieved/exceeded their quota will emphasize doctor visits, whereas those in the commission plan will emphasize pharmacy visits.

Our results support precisely this conclusion; the NewPlan coefficient is \(-.256\), the EXCEEDED coefficient is \(+.288\), and NewPlan \(\times\) EXCEEDED is \(-.450\), all significant

---

**Table 8**

**MULTITASKING EFFECTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bonus Plan</th>
<th>Commissions Plan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Doctor visits</td>
<td>10.08</td>
<td>7.93*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacy visits</td>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>6.74*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 9**

**DOCTOR AND PHARMACY VISITS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Pharmacy Visits</th>
<th>Doctor Visits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NewPlan</td>
<td>.309*** (.005)</td>
<td>-.256*** (.004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXCEEDED</td>
<td>-.383*** (.022)</td>
<td>.288*** (.010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAR</td>
<td>-.015 (.014)</td>
<td>-.009 (.008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRETCH</td>
<td>.007 (008)</td>
<td>.005 (003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAR</td>
<td>.002 (013)</td>
<td>.0006 (006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NewPlan (\times) EXCEEDED</td>
<td>.645*** (.024)</td>
<td>-.450*** (.021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NewPlan (\times) NEAR</td>
<td>.0386*** (.016)</td>
<td>.0007 (.011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NewPlan (\times) STRETCH</td>
<td>.003 (.011)</td>
<td>-.0167 (.105)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NewPlan (\times) FAR</td>
<td>.012 (.032)</td>
<td>-.0174 (.053)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GroupSize</td>
<td>.005 (.005)</td>
<td>.0026 (.005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log(QtrTarget)</td>
<td>.011* (.006)</td>
<td>-.008 (.006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>1.51*** (.030)</td>
<td>2.329*** (.023)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Month–year effects | Included | Included |
| Fixed effects      | Included | Included |
| Observations       | 7,107    | 7,392    |
| Clusters           | 444      | 438      |
| R-square (overall) | .4245    | .3192    |

*Denotes significant difference at .01 level.
(p < .01). Intuitively, in the bonus plan, the salesperson is willing to focus on doctor visits because there is no immediate opportunity cost. In the commission plan, however, salespeople continue to get commissions from any sales they book, so it makes sense for them to try to increase sales even after realizing their quota. None of the other results are statistically significant.

The finding that multitasking concerns are minimized after the bonus quota is reached is novel and makes an important theoretical contribution to the literature. It also provides a nuanced rationale for the existence of lump-sum bonuses, in that although the presence of a bonus provides an incentive for agents to increase effort, the ceiling imposed through a bonus enables the principal to engage agents in those activities that benefit the principal even though they are not directly compensated.

Overall, our results are largely supportive of our theoretical framework. Nevertheless, many alternative explanations remain, especially with respect to the overall identification in a before–after framework and issues related to turnover and ratcheting. We discuss these issues in the next section and present the details of some robustness checks in Web Appendix B (www.marketingpower.com/jmr_webappendix).

**DISCUSSION**

Detailed longitudinal data from a pre–post experimental design implemented at a single firm enabled us to uncover the relative merits of quota–bonus compensation plans versus quota–commission compensation plans. We summarize our empirical analysis into four key findings.

First, the switch to an equivalent commission plan improved sales productivity by 24% on average after accounting for industry, territory, and period effects. Second, the switch has heterogeneous effects at different ability levels. Specifically, the switch increases productivity at the lower deciles of ability much more so than at the higher deciles of ability. Third, sales groups engage in timing games under the bonus plan. Specifically, sales groups that either have achieved quota or are far from quota tend to reduce effort and push sales out to the next period; sales groups that can reach quota if they stretch tend to pull in sales from future periods. These effects are attenuated under the commission plan. Fourth, the bonus plan is much better than equivalent commissions in engaging salespeople to focus effort on tasks that are not directly related to short-term output (and thus incentive pay).

**Assessing Threats to Validity**

Our before–after design with multiple observations per territory over time rules out several validity threats arising from unobserved differences across territories by including effects for territory, time, and targets in our specifications. In Web Appendix B (www.marketingpower.com/jmr_webappendix), we describe some additional potential threats. Here, we briefly describe the supplemental analyses we undertook.

**Individual versus multiperson territories.** Recall that the firm only knows sales at the territory level, which includes both single-person and multiperson territories. We reran our regression models using only observations from single-person territories; the results were largely unchanged, suggesting no artifacts arising from multiperson territories.

**Ratcheting.** “Ratcheting” refers to quotas being raised in follow-on quarters when a salesperson has a good sales realization in a quarter. After learning this, salespeople may strategically adjust their effort downward. We raised this issue in our fieldwork and discovered that management was aware of this potential problem and assiduously worked to avoid it by excluding the immediate past quarter’s sales realization in the formula for the next quarter’s quota. Nevertheless, because past performance enters the quota-setting process along with company sales, industry sales, and territory features, we assessed ratcheting concerns directly using Misra and Nair’s (2011) specification of a reduced form regression that predicts quotas in period t from prior period sales and quotas. We found no empirical evidence of ratcheting (see Table B1 in the Web Appendix at www.marketingpower.com/jmr_webappendix).

**Differential attrition.** All experiments, including randomized trials, are threatened when subjects quit on account of their treatment. To this end, we compared quit rates before and after the intervention; the rates are virtually identical (see Table B2 in the Web Appendix). We also reran our regression models with additional measures accounting for turnover (see Table B3 in the Web Appendix).

**Serially correlated outputs.** Given the 36-month period of our observations, we reran our regression models to allow for serially correlated errors. We found no qualitative changes, ruling out unobserved time effects as a validity threat.

Despite these supplemental analyses, there are other limitations of the present experiment that warrant scrutiny in further research. First, we have not modeled our firm’s quota-setting process; a complete model would enable us to explicitly account for ratcheting concerns and other dynamic considerations. Second, our single-firm experiment raises generalizability issues; it would be worthwhile to study other institutional contexts.

**Managerial Implications**

Our results offer managerial implications for two common quota-based plans. For small sales task portfolios (which rule out large multitasking problems), commissions are preferable to lump-sum bonuses. Commission plans are also more desirable when a company aims for a smoother selling pattern (i.e., when timing games carry significant costs, commissions trump bonuses). In contrast, when firms need to incentivize their salespeople to produce more but the task portfolio is more diverse, bonus schemes more effectively encourage salespeople to engage in those tasks in the portfolio that do not have an immediate short-term impact on pay.

Our study joins other recent literature in marketing that focuses on understanding issues related to sales force productivity. Misra and Nair (2011) focus their energies on the issue of quota dynamics in general and the ratcheting effect in particular. Their prescription calls for implementing incentives without caps and using a shorter horizon for incentive payment. Notably, as we discussed previously, our firm seems to have overcome ratcheting concerns through the use of aggregate performance measures in updating quotas. As such, removal of caps is likely to lead to higher output, but our study suggests caution in implementing this
prescription because it could potentially be counterproductive when significant multitasking concerns are present.
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